Key Information Systems continually evolves to meet the needs of customers. In addition to reselling technology from manufacturers including Cisco, Key Info provides cloud-enabled data center services to organizations in Southern California.

The latest evolution at Key Info also happens to be the latest evolution at Cisco. Key Info wanted to upgrade the existing Cisco networking technology in its data centers to better accommodate today’s and tomorrow’s needs for cloud services. Key Info chose Cisco Nexus 9000 Series switches and the Cisco Application Centric Infrastructure (ACI).

ACI devices are managed by the Cisco Application Policy Infrastructure Controller (APIC). With ACI, Key Info can automate application network provisioning and support the latest generations of distributed applications in both existing virtualized and non-virtualized environments. By tackling network provisioning at the hardware level, Key Info is able to avoid the performance problems that can occur in software-defined networking.

The spine-and-leaf architecture in ACI helps minimize the risk of latency and bottlenecks between switches while it helps minimize the need to oversubscribe. It is also easier to scale with Cisco Nexus 9000 spine and leaf switches, which can expand to up to 30Tbps of non-blocking performance. Multi-tenancy security is also reinforced because Key Info can control data access at the hardware and software levels.

The benefits of updating Cisco networking solutions at Key Info are twofold. Its cloud-enabled data center customers get fast, reliable service. Plus, Key Info can showcase Cisco ACI and Nexus 9000 solutions to customers who are looking to improve their data center performance. It’s easier to make the case to a customer when it’s your platform of choice.

Key info is also moving to OpenStack for their managed hosting offering and the scalability, performance, and agility achieved by combining the flexibility of software (OpenStack Platform and ACI) and with the performance of hardware (ACI) is extremely valuable.